
New York’s Rulers Go Back To Offering Rewards To Get The Experimental Gene
Therapy Shot

Description

USA: New York City mayor Communist Bill de Blasio has returned to offering rewards to people who
get the experimental gene therapy shot they continue to falsely call a “vaccine.”  New York City is
returning to the “carrot” approach and offering people a $100 prepaid debit card to take the “free”
“vaccine.”

 

Instead of immediately resorting to punishments for refusal, de Blasio is going to try once more to get
people to voluntarily inject themselves with an experimental drug that no one knows the long term
consequence of, in order to not keep them from getting a common cold, which is what we now know
the CDC has admitted COVID-19 has always been. 

New York is actively targeting anyone who has not yet willingly taken this shot. Force and coercion are
right around the corner. “Allowing” the slaves the “freedom of voluntary” “choice” didn’t work, because
not enough made the choice the rulers wanted.

 

Local and federal governments across the globe have begun to resort to open coercion to
increase vaccination rates among their populations. The free gifts, such as beer and
scholarships, have done little to coerce the public. The forceful health policies have often
been justified by pointing to the threat posed by the Delta variant. However, there is no
conclusive evidence that this strain of Covid-19 is unusually lethal. There is actually very 
little evidence (other than the words of the mainstream media and politicians) that COVID-
19 is actually anything other than the common cold or the flu rebranded to panic people into 
getting this shot. –SHTFPlan

According to the ruler’s data, some 54.4% of New Yorkers had been fully vaccinated as of Wednesday,
with the number jumping to 65.5% for fully vaccinated adults. But these incentives feel off and sinister.
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https://www.bitchute.com/video/rXg0hKtGGszW/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/rXg0hKtGGszW/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/rXg0hKtGGszW/
https://www.cdc.gov/csels/dls/locs/2021/07-21-2021-lab-alert-Changes_CDC_RT-PCR_SARS-CoV-2_Testing_1.html
https://www.cdc.gov/csels/dls/locs/2021/07-21-2021-lab-alert-Changes_CDC_RT-PCR_SARS-CoV-2_Testing_1.html
https://www.shtfplan.com/headline-news/new-york-will-target-the-unvaccinated-in-one-on-one-conversations-get-that-shot-in-their-arm


Here’s a good point:

 

However, most of the slaves can be coerced for $100, even though that won’t even cover their electric
bill for the month. Nonetheless, the rulers are making it very clear: this shot is a part of the agenda, and
the slaves’ refusal to take it will not be tolerated.

De Blasio made the announcement just days after warning city employees that they must
vaccinate by September or be tested weekly, implying that they could face the loss of their
job otherwise – and many were no doubt still emotionally reeling at having such a diktat
dropped in their lap. New York Governor Andrew Cuomo issued a similar announcement
that day, reminding state workers that they had until Labor Day to get vaccinated, and that
any unionized workers who experienced negative side effects from the vaccine would be
permitted to take as many paid days off as they needed to recover. –RT

The time has come, as we knew it would, to begin punishments.

If enough people continue to refuse this shot, no mandate will work and these sociopaths know it.
There’s power in numbers and power in dissent. This, once again, reeks of desperation. Too many
people are refusing to comply and they can feel their power slipping. This is an attempt to regrip and
hook some claws in at the same time.  Hopefully, it’ll fail.
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https://www.rt.com/usa/530518-deblasio-announces-100dollar-bribe-vaccine/

